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Abstract
The regular cells of honeycomb nests have fascinated scholars and mathematicians for millennia.
In 36BC, the Roman scholar Marcus Terentius Varro first proposed the “honeycomb conjecture,”
in which he postulated that bees build their comb using hexagons because it is the shape that
requires the least amount of material to divide space into equal portions. In the Origin of Species,
Darwin reframed the honeycomb conjecture within the context of his theory of evolution by
natural selection, in which he hypothesized that hexagonal cells could have evolved from
cylindrical cells similar to those produced by stingless bees and bumble bees. Since this time,
honeycomb has been used by engineers in applications that range from skyscraper supports to
impact absorbers inside the feet of the lunar lander during the first moon missions, but mysteries
remain about the biological origins of honeycomb and the mechanical properties of honeycomb
nests of wasps and bees. Here my thesis focuses on the evolution of honeycomb in two chapters:
(1) a test of mechanical properties of honeycomb across nests that vary in cell-size and material,
and (2) an assessment of the origin of honeycomb nests in wasps and bees using recently
published phylogenies. In the first chapter, I investigate the scaling properties of honeycomb
nests by measuring parameters of single hexagonal cells in the nests of one bee and 67 wasp
species that construct cells that vary in size and material (wax, paper, mud, and a combination of
mud/paper). In the second chapter, I synthesize modern advances in phylogenetics that have led
to a better understanding of the origins of nest-building wasps and bees, which provides an
opportunity to evaluate Darwin’s hypothesis. I map nest traits across a composite phylogeny of
the insect order Hymenoptera to test how honeycomb has evolved across transitional nest states
and multiple origins. Beyond the shape of the simple hexagonal cell, I discuss how material
properties and structural adaptations of bee and wasp nests further contribute to material
conservation and structural properties of honeycomb nests. By focusing on the hexagon, I
address the fitness and economy of nest material use across social Hymenoptera and how it
continues to inspire new engineering applications.
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Introduction
The structure of honeycomb has received attention since at least 37 B.C., when Roman scholar
Marcus Terentius Varro described what has become known as the honeycomb conjecture (Varro
37AD).In his description, Varro postulates that bees construct their comb using hexagonal cells
because hexagons divide space into equal portions using the least amount of material. The
honeycomb conjecture was proven by mathematician Thomas Hales nearly 2000 years later
(Hales 2001), and hexagon cells have since become ubiquitous in engineering applications and
structural design (Zhang et al. 2015). Yet the shape of the honeycomb cell is not the only feature
that influences its structural properties. Individual cells may vary in size, wall thickness, and the
amount of rounding within their corners, and each of these factors is likely to influence the
performance of honeycomb as a whole.
Given its high strength-to-weight ratio, engineers use honeycomb in applications where
weight savings are essential, particularly the aerospace industry. Engineers generally increase the
strength of a structure by increasing wall thickness (Alavi Nia and Sadeghi 2010; Khoshravan
and Najafi Pour 2014). Increasing wall thickness adds strength, but it also adds material and
increases overall weight. Recently, engineers have identified a new parameter of honeycomb that
can be used to increase strength by adding much less material—corner rounding. Traditionally,
engineers have built honeycomb using hexagons with sharp corners, but making the corners
rounded can both increase stiffness and decrease corner stress (Jang and Kyriakides 2015; Huang
et al. 2018). Reduction of corner stress can have a major impact on overall strength because
honeycomb generally fails after cracks develop at the corners of each cell. The initial
investigation of corner rounding as a mechanism to improve strength-to-weight ratios of
engineered honeycomb was inspired by examining the nests of honey bees (Goss et al., 2020).
However, it is not known whether the addition of corner rounding into the nests of bees is
accidental or if it is an adaptive trait.
Like engineers, bees and wasps also benefit from using less material when constructing
their nests. Honey bees secrete the wax used in nest construction from glands on the underside of
their abdomen, which is metabolically expensive to produce—it takes roughly 8.4 kg of honey to
create 1 kg of wax (Whitcomb 1946). For this reason, honey bees are likely under strong
selection to reduce the amount of wax needed to construct comb, and new colonies often reuse
wax from old nests even at the risk of infecting their colonies with disease (Hepburn et al. 2010).
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The efficiency of building honeycomb is especially important during the founding stage when
colonies must build a new nest within a matter of days (Seeley 1978). Wasps similarly invest a
significant amount of time and effort to collect, chew, and build their hexagonal nests from wood
pulp, mud, saliva, and water (Jeanne 1975). Some social wasps salvage paper fibers from old
nests, which likely costs less energy than foraging for raw material (Sarmiento 2004). While nest
material is strongly phylogenetically determined, there are minor differences in nest material
properties which offers the opportunity to focus on how wall thickness and corner radius vary
across nest materials.
Although the regular hexagon-celled nests of bees and wasps have been admired for
millennia, the extent to which natural selection has shaped the various properties of honeycomb
is debated. Recent examinations of honeycomb have inspired engineers to investigate the
structural resilience of cell parameters (Goss et al. 2020). In this paper, we apply the building
rules determined by engineers back to bees and wasps to see if natural selection has acted on nest
cell construction at a fine level. To first measure the comb building strategy of honey bees, we
measured wall thickness and corner radius in the nests of the European honey bee, Apis mellifera
ligustica. Nest cell size is determined by the body size of pupae developing within a cell and thus
not expected to vary within a nest, though individual species can have multiple cell sizes
determined by caste needs (Seeley 1982). To expand the relationship across all comb-building
species, we then measured wall thickness and corner radius across 66 species of social wasp that
build with a variety of materials (wax, mud, paper, mud-paper composite) and span cell sizes
from the smallest neotropical Protopolybia wasps to the large Vespa crabro European hornets.
We apply the hypotheses generated from engineering work to test if bees and wasps are using
these two cell parameters to optimize their cells. We predict that as cell sizes increase across bee
and wasp nests, wall thickness will increase to maintain constant stiffness. We also predict that
as cell size increases across bee and wasp nests, corner radius will also increase to maintain a
geometric efficiency of stiffness, or the isolated contribution of a unit cell’s geometry to its
stiffness, independent of its material density (Berger et al. 2017). We predict that as cell length
increases, the relative corner radius normalized to wall thickness will increase. Finally, we
predict that mud and wax nest cells will have a greater investment in wall thickness and corner
radius than paper nest cells.
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Methods
Study species and nest material
We established six colonies of European honey bees (Apis mellifera ligustica) in 58.4 cm x 27.9
cm x 33.7 cm hive boxes at the Arizona State University bee lab in Mesa, AZ between March
2019 - April 2019. We provided each colony with top-bar frame without comb foundation, which
might otherwise have affected comb-building behavior. Three weeks after construction was
initiated, we collected freshly built comb for imaging. Freshly built comb was selected for two
reasons. First, new comb experiences the largest selection pressure when newly swarmed
workers expend the most energy to produce comb de novo during the first season ((Winston
1991)). Second, comb transitions from pure beeswax to a composite of beeswax and pupal silk
cocoons over the hive’s lifetime (Zhang et al. 2010).
To measure a wider diversity of comb building species, we imaged 66 nests from 66
species of wasps at the American Museum of Natural History in New York in 2019. There we
imaged all available wasp nests that built hexagonal comb and were able to fit into under the
Keyence VR-3200 that had a maximum scope height of 75 cm. Wasp nests differ in colony size
(e.g., swarm-founding vs. independent founding), body size, and nest morphology (e.g., nest
envelope and petiole) which we expect could influence the selection of nest parameters (Jeanne
1975).

Imaging and measurement of cell parameters
To measure honeycomb cell parameters, we used a Keyence VR-3200 (Keyence Corp., Itasca,
IL, USA) to calculate wall thickness, corner radius, and cell diameter. Bees can vary the wall
thickness along a cell’s length (Goss et al. 2020), so we measured the face of the cell to capture
the point of wall thickness that likely experiences the most selection. To capture the variation in
cell diameters within combs, we did not discriminate between drone and worker cells or the
intermediate hexagonal cells that bees are known to build when merging comb (Smith et al.
2021). To standardize units to the Finite Element Analysis (FEA) model described below, we
used the following equation to convert cell diameter to cell length: 𝑙 =

𝐷+𝑡
√3

, where D = inner cell

diameter, t = wall thickness, and l = cell length. To minimize image distortion and edge effects,
we measured cells from the interior of the structure, i.e., at least eight cells removed from the
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edge. Each measurement was taken within a frame of reference and coupled with analyzing
software to define edges.

Statistical analyses
We established testable predictions of optimum honeycomb design from a recent Finite Element
Analysis (FEA) used to test the optimum corner radius and wall thickness of a cell given a range
of cell sizes. Full descriptions of the model can be found in Rajeev et al. (2022). We first used
the model to calculate two ratios: 1) relative cell wall thickness to cell wall length (t/l) and 2)
relative corner radius to cell radius (rc/r). Then, we analyzed 400 iterations of the honeycomb
unit cell with varying corner radii, wall thicknesses, and cell diameters to determine their
geometric efficiencies as a function of t/l and rc/r. Geometric efficiency is the isolated
contribution of a unit cell’s geometry to its stiffness, independent of its material density (Berger
et al. 2017).
Since related bee and wasp species may not be statistically independent, we considered
conducting analyses in a phylogenetic framework, but current phylogenies do not include genuslevel diversity in a single tree that is reflective of our dataset. Hexagonal comb building is
traditionally known to have evolved twice in the order Hymenoptera (bees, wasps, sawflies, and
ants): once in the bee subfamily Apinae and once in the wasp family Vespidae. We considered
doing two separate PGLS analyses for Apinae and Vespidae but couldn’t for two reasons. First,
if we were to analyze the Vespidae phylogeny, the most current phylogeny of Hymenoptera
(Peters et al. 2017) does not include the most primitive subfamily of social vespid wasps,
Stenogastrinae, who build hexagonal nests and whose phylogeny remains unresolved (Hines et
al. 2007; Pickett and Carpenter 2010; Piekarski 2014; Peters et al. 2017; Piekarski et al. 2018).
Second, all bees in the genus Apis build their nests with wax, which confounds the analysis.
To control for the phylogenetic autocorrelation of nest materials, we analyzed the honey
bee data using a GLMM that includes colony number as a random effect. We then analyzed the
total bee and wasp data using GLMs that include cell length/relative wall thickness (t/l) and nest
material as independent predictors of corner radius/relative corner radius (rc/r). We did not
include nest material as an interaction effect because it decreases the statistical power of the
models. We initially conducted GLMM analyses of the total bee and wasp data that included
mud nests (Table 1) but excluded them from GLM analyses due to mud being represented by
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only one species, Liostenogaster flavolineata (Ncells = 6). All statistical analyses were conducted
in R (version 1.3.959) using the ‘lme4’ package (Bates et al. 2015), ‘MuMIn’ package (Barton
and Barton 2015), ‘car’ package (Fox et al. 2019) and ‘tidyverse’ package (Wickham et al.
2019).

Results
Wall thickness and cell size
As cell size increase, we predicted that bees and wasps would increase wall thickness to maintain
comparable stiffness (Fig. 2B). In A. mellifera, there was a significant increase in wall thickness
with cell size, such that bees constructing larger cells increased wall thickness by 31% (Table 1).
When expanded include data from additional bees and wasps, cell length and nest material were
both significant predictors of wall thickness (Table 2). We observed a similar trend across all bee
and wasp species considered in our dataset with a 5-fold increase in wall thickness between the
smallest and largest cells in our study (Fig. 2c). Wax, mud-paper, and paper combs individually
increased in wall thickness across cell size (Fig 2c).

Corner radius and cell size
In addition to increasing wall thickness, we predicted that bees and wasps would incorporate
corner rounding into their cells to increase stiffness while minimizing material use. Taking this a
step further, we predicted that bees would build cells with a corner radius equal to cell radius
(i.e., rc =1) to maximize stiffness while minimizing material use. We found partial support for
these predictions, as bee and wasp species all included some degree of corner rounding in their
nests, though no species constructed cells with corner radius equal to cell radius. In A. mellifera,
relative investment in corner radius increased with cell size, such that bees constructing large
cells include 63% more corner rounding into each corner (Fig. 2e). We observed a similar trend
across all bee and wasp species considered in our dataset with a 30-fold increase in corner radius
between the smallest and largest cells in our study (Fig. 2f). Across all taxa, both cell length and
nest material were significant predictors of corner radius (Table 2), such that species that built
comb using wax or mud invested more in corner radius than species that construct their comb
using paper or carton (Fig. 2f).
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Corner radius and reduction of stress
In addition to stiffness, corner radius can also reduce corner stress, though this relationship
depends on wall thickness in relation to cell length. We predicted that species that build comb
with relatively thin walls would invest less in corner rounding than those the build comb with
thicker walls. We found support for this prediction when considering A. mellifera, in which
corner rounding increased by 25% with a 187% increase in relative wall thickness (Fig. 2h). We
observed a similar trend across all bee and wasp species considered in our dataset with a fourfold increase in relative corner radius between the smallest and largest cells in our study (Fig. 2).
Both relative wall thickness and nest material were significant predictors of corner radius (Table
2). However, the degree of increase in corner radius was not apparent within individual nest
materials; cell wax, mud-paper, and paper did not show the same positive increase in relative
corner rounding across relative cell thickness (Table 3).

Discussion
Engineers only recently became aware of the importance of corner rounding in increasing
material strength of honeycomb, but we found evidence that bees and wasps have been likely
been incorporating corner rounding into their combs for millions of years. Traditionally,
engineers have increased stiffness of honeycomb by increasing wall thickness, which has the
downside of adding excess material and decreasing the strength-to-weight ratio. We found that
bees and wasps also increase wall thickness with increasing cell size, but all bee and wasp
species we considered also included corner rounding into their comb. Engineering models show
that bees and wasps should build comb using maximum corner rounding (i.e., rc = 1) if they were
to maximize stiffness while reducing material costs, but we found that this was not what bees
and wasps were doing. Instead, it appears that bee and wasp species adjust corner rounding
relative to wall thickness to minimize corner stress. These results show that bees and wasps have
not only evolved to use the most efficient shape to construct their nests—the hexagon—but they
have also evolved to fine-tune the structure of each nest cell to maximize comb strength by
minimizing material use.
Following traditional engineering models that show wall thickness must increase in
tandem with cell size to maintain equal stiffness of honeycomb, we expected bees and wasps to
also increase wall thickness with increasing cell size. We found support for this prediction when
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considering both A. mellifera alone as well as when looking across all bee and wasp species in
our study. Cell size is unlikely to be strongly impacted by selection on comb material properties
in bees and wasps, as it is largely determined by body size of developing brood. For that reason,
bees and wasps must adjust wall thickness or corner rounding to compensate for changes in cell
size if there is a need to maintain a minimum stiffness or comb strength. We find that bees are
doing both—increasing wall thickness and including corner rounding into their cells. Because
corner rounding contributes to increased stiffness, we expect that bees are able to reduce their
investment in wall thickness, though this is difficult to test explicitly given the complexity of bee
and wasp comb relative to engineered honeycomb. For example, engineers typically model
material properties of honeycomb using an individual cell with a constant wall thickness, shape,
and material properties. The nests of bees and wasps have added complexity, including variation
in cell length, wall thickness, cell angle, and material properties from one cell to the next
depending on the addition of silk or other secretions, which complicates model comparisons.
Given what we know about the effects of corner rounding on stiffness, we can conclude that bees
and wasps are likely able to invest less in wall thickness given their incorporation of corner
rounding into each cell. If engineering models are accurate, we can predict that bees can reduce
material costs to achieve the same relative stiffness as they would need if they were relying on
increasing wall thickness alone.
The most efficient way to construct honeycomb to have maximum stiffness using the
least amount of material is to build cells with a corner radius equal to the cell radius (rc=1), i.e., a
perfect circle. Corner radius increases the geometric efficiency of stiffness by increasing the
structure’s bending resistance against in-plane compression, which increases the ratio of stress
that a structure can endure (Rajeev et al. 2022). Although we found that bees and wasps do
incorporate corner rounding into their cells, we did not find species that built perfect circles. This
indicates that bees and wasps are not using corner rounding to maximize stiffness, though
species that build larger cells do tend to increase the relative amount of corner rounding they add
to each cell. However, cell length is a factor in the increasing relationship in corner radius (R2 =
0.38), but it is unclear to what extent it explains all the variation. When we looked at corner
radius across all comb-building species, we found an even more robust response (R2 =0.76)
though there is still variation. More so, when you break the relationship down by nest material, it
is not supported within each nest material. There is some evidence that individual bees and
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wasps are adjusting corner radius, but there may be a variety of evolutionary factors that explain
the variation.
Stiffness is only one structural variable that may be important for bees and wasps trying
to increase the strength of their nests. In addition to stiffness, corner rounding has also been
found to decrease corner stress, which increases the force honeycomb can withstand before
cracks begin to form in the structure before failure. Cracks tend to form at the corners in cells
that have sharp corners, and corner rounding redistributes stress so that each corner can absorb
more pressure before a crack forms. Interestingly, the impact of corner rounding on stress
depends on the relative thickness of the walls in relation to their length. Adding corner rounding
to cells with relatively thick walls substantially decreases corner stress but adding corner
rounding to cells with relatively think walls actually increases stress and weakens the overall
structure. For this reason, we predicted that species that construct cells with thicker walls should
invest more in corner rounding than those that build with thinner walls, and this was supported
both within A. mellifera and when we compared across bee and wasp species.
Corner stress tolerance is the ability of a structure to withstand mechanical loads that
concentrate at cell corners and is known to be reduced by corner radius, which distributes loads
more evenly across the cell. Recent engineering models predict that corner stress is minimized
by an optimum value of relative corner radius (rc/r), that is a function of relative wall thickness
(t/l) (Rajeev et al. 2022). Our data supports the hypothesis that normalized corner radius will
increase or decrease with wall thickness, respective to cell size. In comparing honey bees alone,
we found significant effects of the relative amounts of wall thickness and corner radius, but the
variation was not fully explained (R2 = 0.03), suggesting that it is unlikely that there has been
strong selection on honey bees to adjust these two cell parameters. When we include data from
additional comb-building wasps we see the same support for the increase in wall thickness and
corner radius as cell sizes increase, and it explains even more of the variation (R2= 0.26) What
this suggests is that selection is acting on a higher level, rather than on individual species.
Species use a template for corner radius where species who build with nest material that require
thicker walls have been selected to invest more in corner rounding, and those that build with
thinner walls have not been selected to invest in corner rounding. One point against the idea that
comb-building species use a template for corner radius is that thicker materials may just require
coarser nest building behavior. But from research on honeybees, we know this is not true. In the
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initial construction of honey bee comb, nest cells have a thick outer lip at the top, or cell coping,
but if you go lower beneath the cell face bees build 67% thinner walls (Goss et al. 2020).
Variable coping supports our prediction that bees are capable of building with sharp corners and
thus vary corner radius within individual cells. Furthermore, honey bees are known to reinforce
their cell walls with feces and larval silk as they age to increase the tensile strength of their nest
comb (Hepburn and Kurstjens 1988; Zhang et al. 2010). Similarly within paper nests, wasps can
enlarge their nests by increasing the length of nest material fiber and amount of oral secretions to
confer greater tensile strength for their nest structures (Yamane 1984; Kudo et al. 1996; Cole et
al. 2001a). Both paper and mud nests can include saliva as almost 20% of the material
composition of a nest cell to achieve structural integrity and protect the nests from water
permeability (Kudô et al. 2001; Bagriaçik 2011). The integration of additional nest material
further shows that honey bees and social wasps make behavioral adjustments to include corner
radius, which aligns with our predictions, though when a colony is established, there is less
selection acting on the nest material.
Natural selection may act on overall nest building behavior rather than on individual nest
material phenotypes across social bees and wasps. Individual nest material groups do not reflect
engineering predictions that cells with thicker walls (wax) will favor greater corner radius and
cells with thinner walls (paper) will favor less corner radius (Fig 2i). Relative corner radius of
mud-paper, paper, and wax does not increase significantly across nest cell size (Fig 2i). This
finding is contrary to earlier trends that show that species that build with wax incorporate a
greater amount of absolute wall thickness and corner radius into their nests for structural stiffness
than those that build with mud-paper or paper (Fig 2c,f). The lack of differences between
investment in relative corner radius across nest materials is likely due to the lack of data of wax
building species. Wax is the most widely studied nest material, known for its mechanical
properties between compositions (Kurstjens et al. 1985) and across temperature (Hepburn et al.
1983; Morgan et al. 2002; Buchwald et al. 2009). We will tease apart the relationship of nest
materials when we receive additional data from three honey bee species that represent each size
of species in the genus Apis that build nests out of wax (dwarf bees, giant bees, and middle size
cavity-nesters). Apis species are closely related but differ in traits such as colony size, body size,
and nest architecture that we expect could influence the selection of nest parameters (Seeley
2009).
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Evolution uses simple rules to guide natural construction, which could be a lesson to
extend to human engineering and design. Given that natural comb construction is a high caloric
demand, the use of corner radius and wall thickness in the structures of bees and wasps suggests
both cell parameters could be treated as independent design variables in the construction of
honeycomb core. In systems with thicker walls, corner rounding in honeycomb is important,
whereas the opposite is true for building systems with thin walls. While the seminal models for
understanding honeycomb core engineering do not account for the presence of these corner radii
(Gibson and Ashby 1997; Malek and Gibson 2015), designers and manufacturers are now using
non-zero corner curvatures in honeycomb core (Chuang and Huang 2003; Le et al. 2017).
Understanding the behavior and architecture of bees and wasps from an interdisciplinary lens is
integral to developing more dynamic applications of the hexagon that could lead to the discovery
of new technologies across research topics.
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Tables
Table 1. Generalized linear mixed model (GLMM) results comparing the impact of cell length (l)
on wall thickness at constant stiffness, the geometric efficiency of corner radius, and normalized
corner radius (rc/r) in A. mellifera. Colony number included as random effect. Ncolony = 6 , Ncells =
179. Asterisks indicate significant effects.
Cell parameter

Df

2

p-value

1

106.34

< 0.001*

1

1511.7

< 0.001*

1

6.9564

0.008*

Wall thickness
Cell length (l)
Corner radius
Cell length (l)
Normalized corner
radius (rc/r)
Cell length (l)

Table 2. Generalized linear model (GLM) results comparing the impact of cell length (l) and nest
material on wall thickness at constant stiffness, the geometric efficiency of corner radius, and
normalized corner radius (rc/r) across all comb-building species of bees and wasps. Nspecies = 67,
Ncells = 431. Asterisks indicate significant effects.
Df

2

p-value

Cell length (l)

1

121.26

< 0.001*

Nest material

2

237.36

< 0.001*

Cell length (l)

1

3.793

0.051

Nest material

2

136.603

< 0.001*

Cell length (l)

1

44.574

< 0.001*

Nest material

2

230.696

< 0.001*

Cell parameter
Wall thickness

Corner radius

Normalized corner
radius (rc/r)
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Table 3. Generalized linear mixed model (GLMM) results comparing impact of cell length (l) on
wall thickness at constant stiffness, the geometric efficiency of corner radius, and normalized
corner radius (rc/r) across individual nest materials. Wax - Nspecies = 1, Ncells = 205. Paper - Nspecies
= 54, Ncells = 215. Mud-paper - Nspecies = 10, Ncells = 37. Mud omitted for lack of samples.
Asterisks indicate significant effects.
Cell parameter

Df

2

p-value

1

121.26

< 0.001*

1

438.00

< 0.001*

1

44.574

< 0.001*

1

63.036

< 0.001*

1

0.5554

0.4561

1

31.339

< 0.001*

1

49.331

< 0.001*

1

2.4596

0.117

Wax
Wall thickness
Cell length (l)
Corner radius
Cell length (l)
Normalized corner
radius (rc/r)
Cell length (l)
Paper
Wall thickness
Cell length (l)
Corner radius
Cell length (l)
Normalized corner
radius (rc/r)
Cell length (l)
Mud-paper
Wall thickness
Cell length (l)
Corner radius
Cell length (l)
Normalized corner
radius (rc/r)
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Cell length (l)

1

0.0001

0.992
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Figures
Figure 1 –Hexagonal cells of social insect nests that exhibit corner rounding: A. European honey
bee, Apis mellifera, wax nest cell; B. Chartergellus wasp paper cell; C. Metapolybia wasp mudpaper cell; D. Measurements taken of comb cell characteristics with a Keyence VR-3200.

A

B

t

l

r
rc

X2

C

D

X1

t - wall thickness
l - cell length
r - cell radius
rc- corner radius
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Figure 2 – A, D, G. Predictions for cell parameter behavior based on engineering models (Rajeev
et al., 2022). B, E, H. Honey bee nest data. C, F, I. Total bee and wasp data. Black dashed line
indicates trend line of total data. Individual nest materials are indicated by color (wax = yellow,
paper = blue, mud-paper = gray, mud = brown).
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1. Introduction
“He must be a dull man who can examine the exquisite structure of a comb, so beautifully
adapted to its end, without enthusiastic admiration.”
–Charles Darwin, 1859
Honeycomb stands out in nature as among the most ordered and geometric forms. It becomes
even more impressive when considered that honeycomb is constructed by dozens of individual
bees and wasps working together without a blueprint or foreman to guide their behavior. Darwin
dedicates half a chapter of On the Origin of Species to honeycomb, which he describes as “the
most wonderful of all known instincts” (Darwin 2004). The famed mathematical biologist
D’arcy Wentworth Thompson used honeycomb as a centerpiece of his work On Growth and
Form to explain how natural patterns can arise from basic physical properties. Even the ancient
Greeks and Romans debated why bees and wasps build their nests using hexagons rather than
any other shape, such as the simple square or equilateral triangle. Fascination with honeycomb
has carried into the present, as architects and engineers have relied on honeycomb to support
skyscrapers and even the feet of the lunar lander that first touched the surface of the moon (Jones
1970).
In 37 BC, the roman scholar Marcus Terentius Varro proposed what is now known as the
“honeycomb conjecture” to explain why bees build their nests using the hexagon (Varro 37AD).
At the time, the major hypothesis explaining why bees build hexagons was simply because
hexagons better accommodate the bees’ six legs. Varro’s explanation, in contrast, was that bees
build cells using hexagons because they are the shape that uses the least amount of material to
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divide space into equal parts. This would be helpful to the bees because it would allow them to
conserve wax. In support of his hypothesis, Varro wrote that geometricians had already proven
that the hexagon inscribed in a circle encloses the greatest amount of space when compared with
other shapes. This original proof has been lost to history, but it was presented again several
centuries later by Pappus of Alexandria (d’Alexandrie 1982). It was known at that time that only
three regular shapes can form a perfect tessellation: the square, hexagon, and equilateral triangle.
Pappus showed that if the same quantity of material was used for the construction of comb using
any of these three shapes, the hexagon could hold the most honey. While Pappus limited himself
to the three regular shapes that form tessellations, mathematician Thomas Hales proved nearly
two thousand years later that the hexagon outperforms any shape—regular or irregular—when
dividing space into equal parts (Hales 2001).
The mathematical explanation for why honey bees build comb with hexagons remained
the primary explanation until Darwin published On the Origin of Speices in 1859. Darwin’s ideas
did not contradict the mathematical explanation, but instead reframed it around selection on bee
behavior to produce the shape that would allow honey bee colonies to conserve the most wax.
Darwin dedicates ten pages to honeycomb in On The Origin to describe how honeycomb could
have evolved in a stepwise function. The nests of bumble bees, or as Darwin knew them,
“humble bees”, were well known to European scientists and were suspected to be the
prototypical nest of the Apini. Bumble bee nests consist of irregularly rounded wax brood cells
and a variety of pupal cocoons, honey pots, and pollen pots that are used interchangeably for
food storage (De Meulemeester et al. 2011; Sakagami). Darwin suggested that the “simplicity”
of a bumblebee nest cell was a precursor to the similarly arranged cells of the stingless bee,
Melipona domestica. Stingless bees build wax aggregations of a variety of regular cylindrical
brood cells and irregular spherical cells for holding honey (Roubik 2006). Darwin believed that
stingless bees built intermediate nest structures that adjoined nest cells more than bumble bees,
but less than the optimal geometry of the honey bees’ regular hexagonal prisms. Darwin’s
reasoning for comb evolution was simple: more regularly aggregated nest cells save wax. Darwin
posited that the slight modifications from the irregular aggregations of bumble bees to stingless
bees more equal, double-layered spheres, to the honey bees’ hexagonal prisms and rhombic
plates was due to natural selection.
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The years following Darwin’s death were known as the “Eclipse of Darwinism” as
evolutionary explanations fell out of favor and alternative mechanisms were considered for the
origin of complex traits, such as honeycomb. It was during this period that D’Arcy Wentworth
Thompson argued that hexagonal cells could have emerged spontaneously due to the basic
material properties of wax (Thompson). Thompson had been experimenting with soap bubbles,
where he recognized that hexagonal patterns emerge in non-biological structures because of
forces related to surface tension. Thompson’s ideas about the emergence of honeycomb due to
the properties of wax has remained influential, though current evidence suggests that it does not
explain the evolution of honeycomb in bees. Also, bees aren’t the only insects building
honeycomb. Hexagonal cells have also evolved in paper wasps, who build hexagon comb with a
variety of materials that whose properties are unlikely to be affected by surface tension in
determining the shape of nest cells.
Now, we can look at the extant stages of species whose transitional nest architectures led
to the construction of the honeycomb using recently published phylogenies to understand
transitional nest states and consider the possibility of the hexagon’s multiple origins within
Hymenoptera. Beyond the shape of the simple hexagonal cell, we discuss how material
properties and structural adaptations of bee and wasp nests further contribute to the construction
behavior of honeycomb nests. Finally, we highlight new tools and imaging techniques used to
better to understand the structural properties that have evolved in hexagonal comb. By focusing
on the hexagon, we address the fitness and economy of nest material use across social
Hymenoptera and how it has continued to inspire new engineering applications.
2. Phylogenetics of honeycomb: testing Darwin’s hypothesis
Early on, Darwin postulated that hexagonal comb arose from the transition of nest forms across
three related groups of social insects: bumblebees, stingless bees, and honeybees (Darwin 1859).
He proposed the cylindrical cells of bumble bees and irregular wax aggregations of Melipona
stingless bees were prerequisites to the “perfect” hexagonal comb of Apis honey bees, with each
subsequent group building nests that incrementally conserve nest material. At the time, Darwin’s
work drew from suspected relationships between taxa, but the modern concept of phylogenetics
did not yet exist. Over the last 150 years, bee systematists have developed phylogenetic tools to
expand upon these suggested evolutionary transitions. Now, we can reconstruct Darwin’s
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hypotheses using molecular phylogenies to determine the evolutionary steps toward the
emergence of hexagonal nest cells across nest material and cell shape in bees and wasps (Figure
1).
Since Darwin’s time, hexagonal honeycomb is thought to have evolved in Hymenoptera
at least two times: once in bees and once in paper wasps. The first hexagonal cell arose in vespid
paper wasps (Peters et al. 2017), whose hexagonal nests date back at least 63 million years ago
(Brown 1941; Wenzel 1990). Wenzel (Wenzel 1980) provides a rich categorical examination of
the variation across paper wasps’ nests. Paper wasps construct hexagonal paper-carton cells from
a variety of foraged plant materials to store developing larvae and food provisions and provide a
basis for colony social life (Starr 1991). The second widely known evolution of the hexagonal
cell occurred in the honey bee tribe Apini, which consists of one genus, Apis. Apis honey bees
are the only bees to build hexagonal cells and they construct nest cells with wax that they
synthesize through a process of glandular secretion (Hepburn and Whiffler 1991). While the
evolution of the hexagon is clearly monophyletic in bees, recent molecular phylogenies suggest
that there could be three or more origins of the hexagonal nest cell in total, with at least two
separate origins occurring in subfamilies of paper wasps, Polistes and Stenogastrinae (Figure 2).
Prior to establishing true nests, early Hymenoptera evolved multiple morphological
characteristics that laid the groundwork to evolve complex, hexagonal combs. At the most basal
level, Hymenoptera are made up of sawflies (Symphyta) that exist as free-living larvae and
complete their reproductive cycle on plant material (Kudo et al. 1998), thus requiring no nest
cell. Early on, these Hymenoptera transitioned from an herbivorous to parasitic lifestyle by
which a large diversity of parasitic wasps began laying their eggs in hosts to complete their life
cycles (Vinson 1976). Some wasps developed a constricted “wasp-waist” (Apocrita) between
their first two abdominal segments that increased the maneuverability of the abdomen and
ovipositor and likely led to their rapid diversification (Vilhelmsen et al. 2010). But wasps with
and without wasp-waists that use hosts to lay their brood face the pressures of a parasitoid
lifestyle: high larval mortality from secondary parasitism, competitions in the same host, and
premature death of the host (Evans 1977). If wasps were to continue diversifying, a novel shelter
would be necessary to protect larvae that did not depend solely on host health.
Thus, the first nest burrow was likely used when non-parasitoid wasps that developed
stingers distinguished themselves from parasitoid wasps. These aculeate wasps with stinging
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ovipositors evolved to paralyze prey permanently, which also meant they required a concealed
place to store and feed the provisions to developing larvae 7/22/2022 11:21:00 PM(Evans 1977).
Wasps began using preexisting burrows in the soil, as seen in the nest choice of some spider
wasps in the family Pompilidae who oviposit in situ on spiders and afterward leave the spiders in
their own burrows for wasp brood to emerge from (Evans 1972). The first actively constructed
nest was likely an excavated ground burrow (Trostle and Torchio 1986). Though the precise
stimuli that induces digging behaviors are not known, the behavior to burrow in bare soil could
have extended reproductive ranges of these wasps outside of prey-specific nesting sites (Evans
and West-Eberhard 1970). Underground nests provided space for free-living prey to be stored,
but still left larvae developing upon the paralyzed prey susceptible to predation.

Evolution of honeycomb in wasps
The first nest cells constructed by wasps were in underground nest tunnels to provision
and protect individual larvae from predation and parasitism. The most ancestral wasps, pollen
wasps, construct singular ovoid-shaped cells out of mud at the ends of their nest diverticula
(Zucchi et al. 1976). Ovoid cells are horizontal, elongate ovals whose inner walls are smoothed
in comparison to the roughness of a nest burrow. Underground nests could be lined with single
cells along the same tunnel (Simon Thomas and Veenendaal 1978), or individually branching
tunnels with individual cells at the end (Peckham and Kurczewski 1978). Ovoid cells are the
basal nest cell in some groups of wasps, including above-ground wasps such as mud daubers
(Peckham and Kurczewski 1978). Evans & Eberhard (Evans and West-Eberhard 1970) construct
a nesting hierarchy for the order of ovoid cell provisioning. While solitary wasps use the ovoid
nest cell to confer structural protection, the construction did not yet account for larger colonies
with greater amounts of brood, which needed a diversification in cell shape and aggregation.
With the need to expand the economy of prey storage, the use of the ovoid cell
diversified. More derived groups, such as potter wasps, began constructing spheroid mud cells
that they aggregated into pots (Matthews and González 2004). Among these cell aggregations,
these wasps also began using mud partitions between elongated cells to create a horizontal series
of cells provisioned with multiple caterpillars (Cooper 1953; Cowan 1981). Species that began
building aggregated nest cells also began occupying nests communally, possibly providing a
basis for the evolution of sociality (Evans 1977). An example of clumped nest distribution is in
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the aphid wasps, Microstigmus, that construct hanging aggregations of cylindrical cells and are
considered to be one of the only presocial sphecid wasps (Matthews 1968). Nest cell aggregation
likely increased the probability of nest mates being relatives and progressed the evolution toward
sociality, and the hexagon.
The hexagon first appeared, possibly multiple times, in the eusocial vespid wasps. The
three vespid subfamilies Stenogastrinae, Vespidae, and Polistinae all build hexagonal comb
across a variety of nest materials. Stenogastrine wasps build hexagonal nest cells using mud and
paper composites to form novel nest shapes (Pagden 1958). The two other subfamilies of
Vespidae, Vespinae and Polistinae, build hexagonal cells exclusively comprised of paper. And
while it is well known that bees and wasps evolved to produce hexagonal nest cells
independently, current phylogenies suggest that hexagonal nests might have evolved
independently three times or more. Within wasps, the hexagonal nest is found within three social
subfamilies of Vespidae: Vespinae, Polistinae, and Stenogastrinae. Vespinae and Polistinae are
subfamilies of highly eusocial wasps that build hexagonal nests out of vegetable fiber, except for
four Neotropical species that build nests of mud (Wenzel 1998). The Stenogastrinae build
hexagonal and ovoid nest cells out of mud and paper-pulp and are the most primitively eusocial
wasps said to be the phylogenetic link between solitary and eusocial subfamilies of wasps
(Schmitz and Moritz 1998). Nest variation in Stenogastrinae suggests there is a possible reversal
in nest cell state from hexagonal to ovoid, or vice versa. But the Stenogastrinae phylogeny is
largely unresolved, providing for multiple possible origins of the hexagonal nest cell.
The hexagon may have evolved multiple times in the Stenogastrinae in one genus:
Lionstenogaster. Various species of Liostenogaster construct hexagonal cells across substrates
whereas others construct ovoid cells out of plant material (Turillazzi 1999). An unresolved
cladogram exists for the genera of Stenogastrinae (Carpenter and Starr 2000; Carpenter 2001)
that has withstood refutation by the simultaneous analysis of molecular data, though it hasn’t
been studied molecularly (Pickett & Carpenter 2010). Along with their precarious phylogeny, the
nests of the Stenogastrinae are by far the most variable in nest material and structure which
makes their structures prime to study transitional nest states (Figure 3). Stenogastrinae nest cells
range from paper-carton ovoid cells, such as those in the genus Parischnogaster, to mud
hexagonal cells, such as those of Eustenogaster and Liostenogaster (Hansell 1981; Hansell and
Turillazzi 1991; Barthelemy 2009). Furthermore, Stenogastrine nests characteristically lack
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pedicels and glandular secretions, making them notoriously brittle (Hansell and Turillazzi 1995).
Brittle nest material has been hypothesized to restrict the development of colony size (Hansell
1987), though it has been suggested that colony size can alternatively expand through
aggregating nests or building architectural solutions in sheltered environments, and instead
colony size is limited by the lack of active colony defense (Turillazzi 1989; Wenzel 1991).
Studying Liostenogaster nest habits could inform us of transitions from basal nest materials as
well as shape our understanding of the early origins of sociality and the hexagonal nest cell.

Evolution of honeycomb in bees
Wasps are not the only group to have evolved hexagonal cells in tandem with eusociality; bees
famously show a similar evolution in nest cell transition. Bees, or clade Anthophila, evolved
over 111 million years ago to provision their nests with pollen and nectar rather than prey (Peters
et al. 2017). Bees collect pollen on their hind legs in corbiculae, or “pollen baskets”. Pollen is an
important nutritional requirement for brood rearing (Allen and Jeffree 1956) and drives nest cell
construction. The first bees were solitary and nested in soil, where they began building single
ovoid brood cells to store pollen. These basal taxa of bees pack their brood cells with pollen and
line their cells to protect the pollen from damage. The most basal family of bees, Melittidae, line
their ovoid brood cells with floral oils secreted by the Dufour’s gland on their stingers for
waterproofing and larval nutrition (Norden et al. 1980; Kuhlmann 2014). Other basal families
use hydrophobic glandular lipoidal secretions (Almeida 2008), floral oils (Cane et al. 1983), or
resin (Armbruster and Webster 1979; Cane 1981). In a special instance, cellophane bees in the
family Colletidae secrete polyester from the female’s Dufour gland to build their ovoid cells
(Eickwort 1981). The basal use of the ovoid cell by bees expresses the utility of nest cells to
defend against environmental pressures.
Whereas nesting in the soil requires cell linings that maintain humid conditions for
provisions, solitary bees build aboveground nests that likely permitted the evolution of larger
nests by social species. Most arboreal bees build spheroid or partitioned cells and have evolved
multiple times across Hymenoptera, seemingly from groups that basally form ovoid cells. The
most socially primitive bees, carpenter bees of the subfamily Xylocopinae, nest in hollow stems
partitioned into a series of cells by mud or vegetable matter. These partitioned nest cells range
from lacking cell partitions altogether to being completely sealed (Flores-Prado et al. 2010).
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Some partitioned nests include empty nest cells, or intercalary cells, that are thought to be used
to deter parasites and are considered analogous to accessory burrows of ground nesting species.
The modification of cell closure and open nest structure is suggested to play an important role in
the emergence of sociality in bees (Michener and Michener 1974). This transition from linear
cell arrangement to open comb nests is an integral step in the development of more economical
and social cell designs.
The hexagonal nest cell evolved once in the corbiculate bees, solely in the honey bee
tribe Apini (Romiguier et al. 2016; Peters et al. 2017). The corbiculate bees are arguably the
most famous of bee species, a monophyletic bee lineage comprised of four extant tribes: orchid
bees (Euglossini), bumble bees (Bombini), stingless bees (Meliponini), and honey bees (Apini).
Current analyses of morphological and behavioral data place the Euglossini as sister to all other
corbiculates (Schultz et al. 2001; Cardinal and Packer 2007; de Souza Canevazzi and Noll 2015).
Corbiculate bees are defined by possessing a corbicula, or pollen basket, which is specialized for
pollen transport. Each tribe has a unique nest structure that has evolved to store pollen in line
with the tribe’s sociality. Orchid bees are mostly solitary, but can be communal, and build a
variety of ovoid, spheroid, and partitioned nest cells (Dressler 1982; Garófalo et al. 1998;
Augusto and Garófalo 2004). Bumble bees are primitively eusocial bees that construct ovoid and
spheroid nest cells in a variety of pillars and sheets (Sakagami 1976). Stingless bees are eusocial
bees that build elaborate patterns of ovoid and spheroid cells (Roubik 2006). The most evolved
of the corbiculate bees are the honey bees, who build their infamous honeycomb out of wax
secreted from their abdomens. The progression from ovoid to hexagonal cells plays out neatly
within the corbiculate bees, offering the functional group as a reference to map nest cell
transitions.
While the transition to the hexagonal nest cell can be plotted across various functional
groups of bees and wasps, it is important to note that there are confounding variables for cell trait
evolution. For example, stingless bees and honey bees have different nest construction behavior
that are largely determined by brood rearing and food storage. While honey bees progressively
provision hexagonal comb cells with pollen and honey, stingless bees provision their young with
honey and pollen stored in separate ‘pots’(Cardinal et al. 2010). The distinction between these
nest cells are thought to be in response to adjusted pollen foraging and storage according to
resource availability (Maia-Silva et al. 2016). Similarly, bumble bees can lay a single or multiple
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eggs into a brood cell, and they often reuse these empty pupal cocoons for food storage
(Aichhorn 1976; Cameron et al. 1999; De Meulemeester et al. 2011). Further phylogenetic trait
mapping on the evolution of the hexagonal cell should evaluate the role of progressive
provisioning, dietary pollen, and wax gland development and their link to nest cell shape.

Evolution of sociality
The evolution of the nest has long been tied to the evolution of sociality (Lin and Michener
1972; Wilson 1985) and has been considered a precondition for the evolution of aculeate
sociality (Evans 1958; Evans and West-Eberhard 1970). Another precondition to sociality is
defense – groups are more effective than solitary individuals (Choe et al. 1997). Aggregated nest
cells benefit larger, mature colonies and are also selected for more efficient material usage as
they compete for resources.
The common ancestor of these social Vespidae possessed the capability of incorporating
vegetable fragments into mud nests, suggesting that these nests are what the carton nests of the
social Vespidae evolved from (Evans and West-Eberhard 1970; Carpenter 1988). The most
current molecular phylogenies support two independent origins of eusociality in the family
Vespidae, once in the clade Polistinae+Vespinae and once in the Stenogastrinae (Hines et al.
2007; Peters et al. 2017), though it has been contested (Pickett and Carpenter 2010).
Stenogastrine wasps are facultatively eusocial, or provision larvae less frequently than the highly
eusocial Polistinae and Vespinae, (Strassmann et al. 1994; Field et al. 1998) which has been
thought to be a transitional stage between mass provisioning and progressive provisioning
(Spradbery 1975). Understanding more about the evolution of nest material usage across social
wasps could provide insight into the early social origins of Hymenoptera.
It is important to note that some of the most famous eusocial Hymenoptera never evolved
to construct nest cells: ants. Ants are famous for their unique ground nest architectures that are
used for brood rearing, seed-storage, and to organize social focus for colony life (Tschinkel
2003). Ants excavate complex, species-typical nests in soil that are comprised of tunnel systems
with horizontal and vertical chambers that vary in size, shape, number, and arrangement
(Tschinkel 2021). While the design features of these burrows are complex, the lack of nest cells
in highly eusocial ant colonies supports our claim that the basal nest state of Hymenoptera is no
nest cell state.
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3. Behavior of nest construction
The hexagonal nests of social wasps and bees are unique in that they are constructed and thus,
evolution has shaped these structures into complex architectures that humans have admired for
thousands of years. Nests are an example of the extended phenotype, which states that the
behaviors of bees and wasps are under selection, rather than the nest comb itself (Dawkins
2010). Both bees and wasps use collective building behavior to build a hexagonal nest cell multiple bees deposit and shape wax, while wasps forage and chew mud and paper. Nest
construction can be hard to visually capture due to workers in colonies shielding the comb face.
Nevertheless, there have been two primary approaches to understand how these animal architects
construct their nests: first, that insects are sophisticated individuals able to control nest cell
construction at fine scales. Second, that bees and wasps are self-organized “automatons” that
erect a coherent structure through the repetition of construction rules.
The shear perfection of hexagonal nest cells has led to speculation that bees and wasps
follow repetitive, simple rules to erect the hexagonal patterning of their nests. These structures
are built through an indirect communication of information at nest sites, known as stigmergy,
where workers interact through the by-product of the previous structuration rather than direct
interaction (Grassé 1959; Theraulaz and Bonabeau 1999). Stigmergic algorithms have been
shown to predict the complex nest structures of wasps, which suggests that the organization of
colony activities is directed by the multi-directional construction of the nest (Karsai and Pézes
2000). In bees, computer programs have modeled colony-level patterns of resource storage in the
nest (Camazine 1991) and individual cell construction (Nazzi 2016). Even the cell bases of bee
comb are thought to be created through self-organization and thermodynamic equilibrium.
However, hexagonal nest cells are not just prefabricated, repeating units erected across smooth
planes, which leaves room for further explanation of how bee and wasps construction behavior
evolved.
Recent re-evaluation of construction behavior suggests that bees and wasps use
individual, adaptive behaviors to face the challenges of nest construction. Bees’ complex
responses to surface irregularities are suggested to be due to cognitive scenarios with flexible
behavioral routines, outlined in the review by Gallo and Chittka (Gallo and Chittka 2018). Bees
use adaptive behaviors to build drone cells that are 1.7 times larger than worker cells (Boot et al.
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1992), individually manipulate cell sizes in mixed-species colonies (Yang et al. 2010), construct
pentagonal and heptagonal cells between misaligned combs (Hepburn and Whiffler 1991), and
use intermediate hexagonal cells to merge comb (Smith et al. 2021). Even in zero gravity,
honeybees can build wax combs with normal cell geometry, which has been thought to be a
prescriptive mechanism for construction (Vandenberg et al. 1985). But bees have been shown to
construct comb depending on the orientation of the building substrate rather than gravity (Pratt
2000), suggesting that there is dynamic feedback necessary for nest cell construction.

4. Structural properties influence cell shape
While the focus of honeycomb has been largely on the hexagon itself, research techniques that
include 3D imaging and applying theory from fields outside of biology (e.g. engineering,
physics, etc.) have allowed us to understand more about the structure of the honeycomb. One of
the reasons the hexagonal nest cell was thought to evolve was because the hexagon uses the least
amount of material, offering additional selection at the colony level. Aggregated cells share walls
and thus use less material which minimizes energetic investments and favors the economy of
wax (Seeley and Visscher 1985). Wax is a particularly expensive material to produce from a
metabolic perspective. Wax is composed of fatty acids and long-chain alcohols and is selfsecreted by bees from glands inside their abdomens, requiring over 8.4 kg of honey to create
over 990,000 wax scales that will constitute only 1 kg of wax for nest construction (Whitcomb
1946). Scale wax is structurally altered into comb wax through mandibulation, which stiffens the
wax and costs bees half as much energy to shape the resulting comb (Kurstjens et al. 1985;
Hepburn and Whiffler 1991). For the costly reasons of nest construction, bees are thought to
conserve wax as much as possible, oftentimes reusing wax caps or comb from old nests even at
the risk of infecting their colonies with disease (Hepburn et al. 2010).
The economy of material has also been suggested as a key factor in the evolution of wasp
nests. Unlike bees, wasps do not produce nest materials biologically, but there is a large
investment in the time and energy it takes to forage and construct their nest cells. Wasps forage
between 200 to 1000 yards in search of food and nest materials to build mud and paper nests
(Akre et al. 1975). Before constructing nest cells, wasps process paper pulp to influence the
stickiness of the fibers, as well as the absorbency and durability of the paper (Biermann 1993).
Almost 20% of the material composition is saliva, which is used in both paper and mud nests to
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achieve structural integrity and protect the nests from water permeability (Kudô et al. 2001;
Bagriaçik 2011). To minimize energetic costs in the process of nest construction, some social
wasps salvage long fibers from old nests for new cells, which likely costs less energy than
foraging for new raw material (Sarmiento 2004). Wasps are even known to reuse nest cells to
minimize the alterations and addition of new nest material (Starr 2004). Interestingly, some
primitively social wasps prefer cell designs with minimal wall sharing that increases the
availability of recyclable nest material, though it is unclear whether this advantage outweighs the
materials savings of cell wall sharing (Hansell 1981).
Recent work shows that bees and wasps contribute to the stiffness and strength of
hexagonal nest combs through in- and out-of-plane parameters such as wall thickness and corner
radius (Figure 4). Traditionally, the strength of the hexagon has been improved by increasing the
wall thickness, which has the negative effect of adding additional weight. Alternatively, recent
work suggests that bees round the corners of individual cells which contributes to the functional
benefit of the hexagon (Goss et al. 2020). Prior to this, it was thought that these corner radii were
used to transform wax from circular nest cells into recognizable hexagonal shapes through the
thermoregulation of cell joints (Karihaloo et al. 2013). But rather than mechanical forces solely
influencing cell shape, we know that bees can intentionally vary the thickness of corner rounding
along the depth of the cell wall, a phenomenon considered the “cell coping”. Honey bee comb
cells exhibit a matchstick-shaped coping at the terminal end of nest cells, and the corner
rounding is a function of this coping (Goss et al., 2020).
Beyond cell coping, honey bees also build double sided comb whose interface and cell
bases influences the structural integrity of their nests. Honey bee comb are comprised of two
arrays of zigzagging unit cells, considered the cell interface. The presence of a cell interface
negatively impacts energy absorption but increases stiffness under bending (Goss et al., 2020).
Each cell interface consists of three rhombi that comprise the base of a nest cell, whose angles
have long been debated over for which minimize the quantity of wax used (Koenig 1740).
Alternative nest geometry has been suggested to perform more efficiency than the three rhombi,
called Feje-Tóth structures (Tóth 1964; Yang et al. 2022), though the cells were also shown to
switch to the three-rhombus configuration over time and round from use for brood-rearing (Pirk
et al. 2004; Hepburn et al. 2007). Nevertheless, it is likely that mass-additive cell designs support
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cells in bearing loads from different structural pressures such as storing honey, pollen, brood,
and the weight of the comb itself.
At bare minimum, nests must support their self-weight under a variety of environmental
pressures. Honey bees have been thought to rely on gravity to construct comb (Martin and
Lindauer 1966), but more recently it is suggested that they build their nests in the direction of the
substrate they build upon (Pratt, 2000). Nests carry significant weight in terms of stored honey
and pollen with a typical commercial frame holding almost 4 kg in weight. The annual honey
requirements for a colony are estimated at 60-80 kg (Rosov 1944), which means that a nest must
exhibit significant tensile strength to resist pulling forces, as well as compressive damage from
adult wasps walking on the comb as well the additional weight of developing larvae and pupae.
Crush resistance is therefore important for both bees and wasps, which use their nests to rear
brood, store food, and as a home for adults (Coster-Longman and Turillazzi 1995). While nest
direction and structural loads can influence nest selection, comb may also be determined by the
constraints of nest material.
Social bees and wasps utilize a variety of composite materials to stabilize hexagonal nest
cells under various tensions and compressions. While early bee comb is fully comprised of wax,
cell walls are progressively stiffened by larval excretions that stabilize the nest from compressive
loads over time (Matsuura and Yamane 1990). Wax itself is a brittle material, but recent studies
have found that honey bees reinforce their nests with silk fibers from old cocoons to increase the
tensile strength of the comb (Hepburn and Kurstjens 1988) and minimize nest temperature
fluctuation (Zhang et al. 2010). Paper wasps are also known to produce silk cocoons in two
subfamilies of wasps: hornets and yellowjackets (Vespinae) and the paper wasps (Polistinae)
(Wenzel 1990). More typically, paper wasps confer greater tensile strength for their nest
structures by increasing the material fiber length and amount of paper matrix in hexagonal nest
cells (Kudo et al. 1996; Cole et al. 2001b). In both bees and wasps, the development of nest
substrate from a single-phase material to a composite material over time drives the structural
integrity of the hexagonal cell, further suggesting that the strength of comb is under selection.
Stenogastrinae wasps have a variety of novel structural nest features that they use to
respond to specific environmental and evolutionary pressures. Some species have been suggested
to have evolved progressive spatial concentration of mud cells in response to hornets (Turillazzi
2012). Others build structural ridges and tension struts on the external face of their nests to
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increase the resistance and rigidity of the nest (Coster-Longman and Turillazzi 1995; Barthelemy
2009). Some species of Anischnogaster and Eustenogaster even integrate fungal hyphae into the
nest material of hexagonal cells to create a composite material that strengthens carton fibers and
minimize cell dimensions (Krombein 1991; Hansell and Turillazzi 1995). The diversion of nest
material to the perimeter of cells likely reduces compression and tension forces from larval selfweight and gravity while also optimizing material usage.

5. Future directions in bio-inspired applications
The material and mechanical properties of the hexagon have led to its use in a variety of
engineering applications, including some of the first to touch the moon - the footpads of the
Apollo 11 lunar landing module were made of a crushable hexagonal core (Jones 1970; Doengi
et al. 1998). Hexagonal cores have high strength to weight ratios and higher damping ratios,
meaning the hexagon has a lightweight design and high resistance against impact (Wang et al.
2020). Because of its unique geometry that outperforms other shapes that tessellate, the hexagon
is ubiquitous across engineering applications for its tensile properties in friction stir welding
tools and honeycomb sandwich cores. Rajpal et al. (Rajpal et al. 2018) provides a brief review of
hexagonal core shapes in sandwich structures and their material properties. Honeycomb cores are
used widely across aerospace, transportation, where honeycomb cells are used for noise damping
in jet engines and floor material in commercial airliners (Wittenauer and Norris 1990; Zhang et
al. 2015). And while the hexagonal cell has been widely studied and applied, scientists are still
learning from bees and wasps to identify more finely tuned characteristics that contribute to its
engineering success.
The development of Additive Manufacturing (AM) technology has especially driven the
application of the hexagon in bio-inspired manufactured structures, allowing for the adaptation
of honeycomb patterns to standard and unconventional material forms. But both bees and wasps
construct novel modifications to their nest structures that engineers have yet to make translatable
to bio-inspired designs. Much of the proscriptive approach of engineers aims to optimize
structural design but often lacks the detailed knowledge of biological mechanisms. Thus, it is
crucial to continue the collaboration between biology and engineering to lead to deeper insights
into the structural properties of honeycomb. Understanding the industriousness of bees and
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wasps from an interdisciplinary lens is integral to developing more dynamic applications of the
hexagon that could lead to the discovery of new technologies across research topics.

Figures
Figure 1. Simplified nest cell transitions between wasps and bees.
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Figure 2. Hymenoptera phylogeny with nest cell traits mapped. Blue star indicates previous
single origin of hexagon in Vespidae. Red stars indicate current finding of three potential origins
of hexagon.
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Dolichovespula – " Yellowjackets"
Vespula – " Yellowjackets"
Polybioides – "Paper wasps"
Belonogaster – "Paper wasps"
Ropalidia – "Paper wasps"
Mischocyttarus – "Paper wasps"
Polistes – "Paper wasps"
Apoica – "Paper wasps"
Agelaia – "Paper wasps"
Pseudopolybia – "Paper wasps"
Chartergellus – "Paper wasps"
Charterginus – "Paper wasps"
Protopolybia – "Paper wasps"
Epipona – "Paper wasps"
Asteloeca – "Paper wasps"
Metapolybia – "Paper wasps"
Polybia – "Paper wasps"
Sierolomorphidae
Tiphiidae
Thynnidae
Ctenocerinae – "Spider wasps"
Notocyphinae – "Spider wasps"
Ceropalinae – "Spider wasps"
Sericpompilus – "Spider wasps"
Tachypompilus – "Spider wasps"
Anoplius – "Spider wasps"
Arachnospila – "Spider wasps"
Aporinellus – "Spider wasps"
Aporus – "Spider wasps"
Minagenia – "Spider wasps"
Priocnemis – "Spider wasps"
Dipogon – "Spider wasps"
Pepsis – "Spider wasps"
Caliadurgus – "Spider wasps"
Cryptocheilus – "Spider wasps"
Machaerothrix – "Spider wasps"
Macromeris – "Spider wasps"
Auplopus – "Spider wasps"
Phanagenia – "Spider wasps"
Ageniella – "Spider wasps"
Sapygidae
Myrmosidae
Mutillidae – " Velvet ants"
Bradynobaenidae
Scoliidae
Formicidae – "Ants"
Ampulcidae – "Cockroach wasps"
Oxybelus – "Square-headed wasps"
Plenoculus – "Square-headed wasps"
Tachysphex – "Square-headed wasps"
Trypoxylon – "Organ pipe mud dauber"
Pison – "Mason wasps"
Chlorion
Sceliphron – "Mud daubers"
Chalybion – "Mud daubers"
Trigonopsis – "Mud daubers"
Podium – "Mud daubers"
Penepodium – "Mud daubers"
Dynatus – "Mud daubers"
Strangeella – "Mud daubers"
Isodontia – "Mud daubers"
Sphex – "Mud daubers"
Palmodes – "Mud daubers"
Prionyx – "Mud daubers"
Eremochares – "Mud daubers"
Ammophila – "Mud daubers"
Hoplammophila – "Mud daubers"
Eremnophila – "Mud daubers"
Parasammophila – "Mud daubers"
Podalonia – "Mud daubers"
Bembicinae – "Sand wasps"
Pemphredoninae – "Aphid wasps"
Philanthinae
Melittidae
Andrenidae – "Mining bees"
Halictidae – "Sweat bees"
Stenotritidae
Diphaglossinae – "Cellophane bees"
Paracolletinae – "Cellophane bees"
Colletinae – "Cellophane bees"
Callomellitta – "Cellophane bees"
Euryglossinae – "Cellophane bees"
Scrapterinae – "Cellophane bees"
Hylaeinae – "Cellophane bees"
Xeromelissinae – "Cellophane bees"
Coelioxys + Radoszkowskiana
Megachile – “Dauber g roup”
Megachile – "Leafcutter g roup"
Ancylaini
Eucerini – "Long-horned bees"
Tapinotaspidini
Emphorini – "Chimney bees"
Exomalopsini
Ctenoplectra
Ctenoplectrina
Tetrapedia
Xylocopini – "Carpenter bees"
Manueliini
Allodapini – "Allodapine bees"
Ceratinini – "Small carpenter bees"
Epicharis
Centris
Euglossini – "Orchid bees"
Apini – "Honey bees"
Bombini – "Bumble bees"
Meliponini – "Stingless bees"
Anthophorini – "Digger bees"
Melectini – "Cuckoo bees"
Nomadinae – "Cuckoo bees"
Coelioxoides – "Cuckoo bees"
Parepeolus – "Cuckoo bees"
Rhathymini – "Cuckoo bees"
Ericrocidini – "Cuckoo bees"
Isepeolini – "Cuckoo bees"
Leiopodus – "Cuckoo bees”

VESPIDAE

APINAE
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Figure 3. Various Stenogastrinae nests utilizing paper hexagonal cells. A. Stenogaster sp.
(Hansell and Turillazzi 1991); B. Eustenogaster nigra (Barthelemy 2009); C. Parischnogaster
alternata (Coster-Longman and Turillazzi 1995); D. Nests of Eustenogaster eximia (Krombein
1991).
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Figure 4. Honeycomb with hexagonal cells, figure modeled after (Zhang and Ashby 1992). Inplane properties are related to loads along X1 and X2; out of plane properties are related to loads
along X2
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Integration of the Thesis Research
This research is generated at the intersections of biology and engineering and therefore
interdisciplinary in concept and application. This innovative research informs the scaling
properties of cellular materials through an established collaboration with researchers across
academia and private industry. The application of computerized tomography (CT) scans and
numerical algorithms to 3D analyze and predict optimal comb properties offers new techniques
for utilizing technology to understand evolutionary biology and subsequently inform engineering
applications. This work integrates technology and phylogenetic tools while synthesizing larger
biological concepts to an accessible level to be applied to additive manufacturing and mechanical
engineering methods, and ultimately presented to the greater interdisciplinary research
community.
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